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Reflecting on 10 years of ADS at Worcester 12

Ten years after founding the Association for Dementia Studies, Dawn Brooker gives her “Top 10 at Ten” list of the research centre’s achievements

Positive connections: the Fidget Widget Toolkit 16

Fidgeting actions are common in people with advanced dementia, but should this always be seen in a negative light? Judith Bower and Jane Souyave say no, and created the innovative Fidget Widget Toolkit to prove it

A suitcase of memories: multisensory reminiscence 18

Jane M Mullins describes how her PhD research helped a person living with dementia reconnect and communicate with her spouse using a multisensory holiday reminiscence toolkit
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Living well as dementia progresses: a MOOC for all 20

Family carers are often left in the dark about the true nature of dementia and its challenges. Marie Poole and colleagues chart the development of a new free “massive open online course” – or MOOC – for carers on living well as dementia progresses

25 years of Admiral Nursing 24

It is 25 years since Admiral Nurses began a remarkable era of dementia specialisation. Paul Edwards, director of clinical services at Dementia UK, introduces a special section marking the anniversary

The story so far: past, present, and into the future 25

Admiral Nurses have come a long way since they began work in 1994. Hilda Hayo and Rachel Thompson tell the story of Admiral Nursing past, present and future

Who we are, what we do and the difference it makes 28

There are 270 Admiral Nurses and the number is rising, as is the prevalence of dementia and the challenge facing carers. Emily Oliver and Rachel Johnstone describe their work

Competency and critical reflection 30

In the course of refreshing the Admiral Nurse Competency Framework, the Association for Dementia Studies came up with a novel idea for promoting critical reflection. Jennifer Bray and Christine Carter explain their artistic approach

Supporting the Dementia Friendly Hospital Charter 32

In the sixth article of our series on hospital care, Rachel Thompson and colleagues provide some examples of how Admiral Nurses are working in acute care settings to support improvement in line with the Dementia Friendly Hospital Charter